Ad Sales Intellegence
MediaRadar is a new tool designed to help magazines improve sales and client
management. This is accomplished by putting the most up-to-date, relevant infomration, analysis and advice directly onto the desktop of every member of the sales
team. This unique and powerful tool helps you target prospects, guide your strategy,
and land the sale.

WHAT CAN MEDIARADAR DO FOR YOU?
HIGHLY QUALIFIED LEADS
The average magazine has only 15%
overlap in advertisers with other magazines in the same editorial category.
Let MagazineRadar introduce you to
the 85% you’re missing.
ACCOUNT REVIEWS
Looking for in-depth brand information? MediaRadar gives you access to
nearly a quarter of a million brands.
Account Reviews provide a single-page
overview with detailed brand information including ad creative, spending
trends, placement information, trade
news and a complete view of each
advertiser’s competition
TALKING POINTS
The hardest part of the sale is getting
someone to take your call and knowing
what to say when they do. MediaRadar
gives you a list of new reasons to call,
and something fresh to talk about.
TEARSHEETS
Do you rip up your competitors’ books
to find out who their advertisers are?
We do it for you. View ads digitally on
our Tearsheets page. Find an advertiser’s creative across dozens of titles.
We’ll even tell you if it was a fold-out,
heavy stock, or scented.
VALUE-ADDED
SERVICES FOR ADVERTISERS
Sell beyond the page and make yourself a partner. MediaRadar gives you
the competitive intellegence that your
customers want.

LEAD GENERATION
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Integrated tools help identify the
prospects with the most potential for
profitability.
CONTINUOUS INNOVATION
As technology and the business of ad
sales change, so does MediaRadar. We
continuously update our tools so your
sales reps are prepared for the pitch.
SALES INTELLIGENCE
Get the insights and analysis you need
so your sales reps can close the deal.
SALES MANAGEMENT
Get the analysis you need to improve
share of market. See beyond endemic
avertisers to uncover new revenue
streams.
See what new players have entered
your competitive landscape and how
to best position yourself to advertising
prospects.
Indentify trends across multiple media
platforms by ad placement, size, and
time of buy.
Leverage MediaRadar’s personalized
analysis to create bulletproof pitches
and outsmart your copetition - all
while streamlining the sales process.
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Connect with us. Find out how our people and technology can enhance your business.

